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Pulses and lentils in particular have gained much interest with respect to their unique nutritional and 
functional benefits. Most pulse forms used in Tamil Nadu, India, are as whole pulses, split dhal, flour, 

popped pulses, etc. Apart from the traditional foods, the market is dominated by pulse-based high-calorie 

snack foods. Hence it is essential to develop innovative pulse-based health foods which will 

encourage the industry to upscale these foods in a big way. The research aims to assess the 

present scenario about pulse-based foods in the market and consumer perception and thereby 

concentrate on the development of pulse-based foods with enhanced functional and nutraceutical 

properties in accordance with the market needs and also study the commercial viability of the products 

through transfer of technology and industrial linkages. A survey was conducted to study the pulse-based 

market scenario using a specially designed questionnaire among 1,500 target groups (300 pulse 

processors, 300 food industries, 300 food outlets, 300 market outlets, and 300 consumers) with 15 

subjects each belonging to rural and urban areas of 10 selected districts of Tamil Nadu, India. Lentils were 

processed by 16 of the 300 processing units surveyed. The food industry profile revealed that apart from 

the pulse-based traditional foods like ready-to-cook idli mix, dosa mix, vada mix, adai mix, papads, etc., 

the availability of other pulse-based foods with enhanced nutraceutical and functional benefits was 

minimum. The food industry was observed to concentrate on producing and marketing sweets and 
savouries which were loaded with refined sugars and fat. The traders mainly procured pulses as wholesale 

(51%), followed by 30% through the market, and commission agents (19%). The food outlets were 

perceived to purchase and utilize lentils (in the form of dhal) on a regular basis for the preparation of 

traditional foods wherein lentils were used to substitute pigeon peas/chickpeas either wholly or partially at 

the level of 20-40% in the preparation of traditional South Indian foods. The frequency of consumption 
of pulses among the consumers (300) was low, with only 5% consuming pulses once a week, while 38% 
and 32% consumed pulses twice and thrice a week respectively. Nearly 20% and 5% of respondents 
reported to consume pulses once and twice a month respectively. The study reveals that there exists 

market potential for the production and placing of pulse-based health foods with the aim of providing 

high protein foods with significant nutraceutical and functional benefits for specific population groups. 

Primary processing and value addition technologies in pulse-based foods have to be developed with 

enhanced quality, nutrient bio-availability, functional benefits, and sensory appeal. The data underlines 

the immediate need to increase pulse consumption among all sections of the population, particularly 
the vulnerable groups, which can be achieved by creating awareness and through transfer of technology 

activities to both the industry and the consumers to promote health and well-being. This will help to 

create a niche market for pulse-based health foods and thus increase the demand for pulses and pulse-based 

health foods. 




